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Here are some suggested terms to use for the Tag field when submitting messages on H-Sport.

The following list is not complete, but should be used as a guide to help when submitting messages to H-Sport.

**Note:** Please do not use “sport” as a tag because that will cause problems with the Call Roll page for the second table, which draws from all other H-Net lists.

**SPORTS**
Olympic
football
baseball
basketball
hockey
cricket
rugby
cycling
dance
(other sport names)

**TOPICAL / THEMATIC**
gender
philosophy
sociology
history
literature
cities
culture
media
race
ethnicity
ethics
class
psychology
medicine
health
politics
physical education
disability
body
fandom
entertainment
collegiate
professional
society

**GEOGRAPHICAL**
North America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Oceania
(country names)

**ORGANIZATIONS**
ASSH
BSSH
IAPS
ISHPES
ISSA
NASSH
NASSS
(any other acronym for a sport studies organization which appears on H-Sport frequently)